The Voldemortian Beijing Regime’s Sopranos-style Diplomacy
by Jacob Kovalio ©
Motto no. 1:"China's….diplomatic style is distinctly belligerent, which has been the case for
a number of years now.” Mark Harrison, senior researcher in Chinese Studies, University of
Tasmania, 2020; emphasis added.
Motto no. 2 :“Boy, [Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau] your greatest achievement is to
have ruined the friendly relations between China and Canada, and have turned Canada into
a running dog of the US.“ Li Yang- Xi Beijing’s wolf-warrior diplomat in Sao Paulo [Brazil] using
a communist insult [“running dog”] against the Canadian leader; emphasis added.
Motto no. 3 :“We treat our friends with fine wine but for our enemies we have shotguns.”
Gui Congyou, Xi Beijng’s wolf-warrior diplomat in Sweden in reaction to a 2019 decision by
PEN, the international writers group, to honour a Hong Kong-based bookseller who had been
kidnapped by the lawless Beijing Regime; emphasis added.
In early June 2021 international media reported that Chinese Strongman Xi Jinping had ordered
his sprawling global propaganda machine to start a campaign aimed at creating a “lovable”
public image for his regime among democratic nations !!!! It remains to be seen what kind of
lipstick the CCP espionage squads and Beijing’s appeasing and adoring supporters in democratic
nations will use to make the ghastly Regime look better. The gross behaviour of Xi’s rowdy and
crass diplomatic representatives – the subject of this piece- seems to have backfired. The Despot
tried a similar – equally crass, insensitive and ignorant - trick on Japan in 2018,but failed dismally;
this one must not be allowed to succeed either. This is not an easy task since it is an undeniable
fact that among his Asian (Pakistan, Iran, Cambodia, Laos, Sri Lanka etc.) African (Ethiopia,
South Africa, Zambia, Malawi etc.) and Latin American (Cuba, Venezuela etc.) satrapies Xi
Jinping is the role model of sorts to their own strongmen.
Beijing’s growing economic and political clout in the past two decades (facilitated only by the
politically blind, financially greedy and irresponsibly accommodating stance of the democracies)
has found offensive expression in the supremacist and racist behaviour of its representatives in
international and especially diplomatic forums. (mottos 1;2;3). The EU bureaucracy has branded
the vulgar Bullying Beijing’s envoys, Sopranos-style diplomats after the popular US gangster TV
series. Recently, the ill manners of Beijing diplomats abroad are said to be inspired by a series of
Regime-sponsored, ultra-nationalistic, anti-American, martial arts flics launched in 2015, whose
hero is Wolf Warrior (WW #2 poster below ) – PLA [People’s Liberation Army] special forces
veteran, always victorious over “evil” Americans in Africa - Beijing’s recent colonial turf.

Wang Yi, Bullying Beijing’s Foreign Minister is encouraging the disgraceful manners of his
underlings. While there is nothing wrong with Rambo-style, hyper-patriotic fictional flicks, uncouth
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behaviour of professional diplomats inspired by a jungle environment of Confucian- Fascist (see
Dire History Repeated essay on this website) propaganda films should not be tolerated by any
self-respecting nation hosting them. Given the deeply entrenched nature of millenary Confucian
racism it is utterly unthinkable for Bullying Beijing to allow the making of the Chinese version of
The Ugly American. Canada and Japan – like countless other nations- have been the targets of
His Arrogance Wang Yi and his rowdy minions. At a press conference in Ottawa, in 2016, King
Wang rudely chastised Canadian journalists for daring to ask him real questions. In November
2020 in Tokyo, Wolf Warrior Wang complained in public to his host, Japanese foreign minister
Motegi of …Japan’s territorial ‘intrusion” in the Senkaku area!!!
Zhao Lijian (below) is the quintessential Xi Jinping “wolf warrior” in Western suit. He was the first
Beijing foreign ministry spokesman to falsely accuse the US of being the source of the Wuhan
Coronavirus in March 2020. At the time, Beijing’s envoy in Washington called the allegation
“crazy.” The arrogant, bad-mouthed Zhao has constantly repeated the slur and is still on the job.
It is ambassador Cui Tiankai who recanted and was replaced.

In Canada, before the brash Wolf Warrior Cong Peiwu – Xi’s present ambassador – notorious
specimens of Chinese diplomatic thuggery included not one but “Two Lus” – the rude and racist
(yet not reprimanded or kicked out, by self-disrespecting Ottawa) envoys Lu Shu-min and Lu Shaye. Latter Lu (below left) since 2019 has been doing his abusing in Paris which reprimanded him
for posting racist lies on the embassy website about the French people and the Wuhan pandemic.
Japan – frequently at the receiving end of Bullying Beijing’s (Pravda/Völkischer
Beobachter/Xinhua/Jenmin Jibao-style) Global Times propaganda vehicle - was the subject of an
even worse case of vile behaviour by an arrogant Beijing bully, before 2015. This indicates that
overall, crass, racist language and manners are to be expected of any Xi Beijing diplomat of sorts,
as demonstrated below.

Liu Xiaoming (above right), then Xi’s man in Britain- kicked off one of Beijing’s frequent crass
global anti-Japanese propaganda campaigns in early January 2014 with a baseless and nasty
opinion piece in the Daily Telegraph (“Japan- threat to global peace by rekindling militaristic spirit
of World War Two”) in which he grossly misrepresented then Prime Minister Abe Shinzō’s
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defensive security policies as revanchist and militaristic. Liu also bashed the Japanese leader for
praying at Yasukuni Shrine- the Shintoist, national (though privately-owned) memorial where the
spirits of Japan’s fallen soldiers since 1869 are enshrined. Since 1978 the remains of 14 top
leaders of wartime Japan (hanged as war criminals by the Allies in 1948) are also interred at
Yasukuni. The site also contains some controversial displays attempting to whitewash Imperial
Japan’s aggressive ways, a fact used by the country’s Chinese and South Korean detractors as
supposedly – and considering incontrovertible postwar facts, utterly falsely- indicating the
country’s present and future aggressive intentions.
China and South Korea started their joint attacks on Japanese leaders visiting Yasukuni only after 1982;
the bashing intensified in the 21st century despite of the fact that no Japanese prime minister has ever
expressed support for controversial elements and historical falsehoods (Beijing-style…) at Yasukuni. Prime
Minister Koizumi (who like all other Japanese leaders apologized and tried repeatedly to make amends in
different forms with Beijing and Seoul) rejected outright his neighbours’ criticism on the Yasukuni issue
which he saw as blunt interference in Japan’s internal affairs, which it is. Due to the controversy it has
caused, Japanese emperors stopped visiting Yasukuni in the late 1970s. Potential solutions to the problem
- from transferring elsewhere the remains of the 14 wartime leaders to building a new national war memorial
and others- have been futilely considered for decades.

For Liu, Japan under Abe Shinzō, embodied Lord Voldemort - the evil character in the Harry
Potter series. Hayashi Keiichi- then Japan’s ambassador to the UK- replied to his Chinese
counterpart’s crass diatribe with a dignified and factually solid editorial piece of his own in the
same newspaper. Ambassador Hayashi most appropriately urged Liu to stop “invoking the ghost
of [Japanese] militarism of seven decades ago which no longer exists.” His overall message was
poignant, and memorable: “East Asia is now at a crossroads. There are two paths open to China.
One is to seek dialogue and abide by the rule of law. The other is to play the role of Voldemort in
the region [and the world, JK] by letting loose the evil of an arms race and escalation of tensions,
although Japan will not escalate the situation from its side. The answer seems obvious.” The
future proved the visionary quality of the Japanese diplomat’s analysis and forecast: imperialist
Xi Beijing (Xi Jinping’s Beijing) fulfills daily ambassador Hayashi’s and any peace-loving person’s,
worst fears.
Regarding the Yasukuni pilgrimage on December 26, 2013, for which Liu had bashed him, in fact
Abe Shinzō had issued a statement titled “Pledge for Everlasting Peace” which contained the
following excerpt:
I paid a visit to Yasukuni Shrine to pray for the souls of those who had fought for the country and made ultimate
sacrifices…I have made a pledge never to wage war again, that we must build a world that is free from
the sufferings of the devastation of war. Emphasis added.

In other words, like all his predecessors, Prime Minister Abe visited Yasukuni in order to pray for
peace – for Japan and the world (the Chinreisha section of Yasukuni commemorates the souls of
fallen soldiers of all nations) a statement that reflects most accurately Japan’s international record
since 1945 as a bastion of democracy, pacifism and prosperity particularly when compared with
the domestically colonialist and genocidal cum rabidly imperialist Beijing Regime.
Furthermore, in an interview with a Chinese-language newspaper in Yokohama (a city with a large
Chinese community) on the eve of the Chinese new year in January 2014, Abe stated that postwar
Japan was “[re] built [as] a free and democratic country and taken the path of peace.. Nothing has
been changed in the policy of continuing to uphold this position,” which was and is, of course,
true.
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Nevertheless, as expected, Beijing, Seoul and their Leftist cohorts in the American and Japanese
media and universities, continuing their relentless global anti-Japanese propaganda campaign,
ignored the Japanese leader’s constructive and reasonable messages and bashed him for the
Yasukuni visit. Sasae Ken’ichirō – then Japan’s ambassador to the United States- explained his
nation’s position on the issue in a dignified and professional manner in a media exchange with
Cui Tiancai.
Ambassador Hayashi’s impressive, dignified and widely publicized reply to Liu’s crass rant, would
have been even more powerful had it referred to Mao’s aggressively expansionist policy, afflicting
Xinjiang, Tibet, Korea, India, Vietnam and even the Soviet Union. Worse yet, domestically, any
postwar nation whose (Communist) Dictator Founder was responsible for the death of at least
50 millions of his own people in grotesque schemes like the Great Leap Forward and the mad,
self-serving “cultural” revolution but who has never been taken to task for them, whose awful
crimes the people are forbidden from even mentioning decades after his death and instead,
inspire his successors especially Xi Jinping – warrant crowning Mao Zedong the Supreme
Voldemort of modern national leaders.
Furthermore, even a slightly broader inquiry reveals the mindboggling reality of totalitarian
lawlessness, criminality and aggressiveness of the Beijing Regime whose unelected strongmen
after Mao, turned it from Confucian- Communist (see my “Understanding Chinese ConfuCommunism” online) to Confucian- Fascist today. Hua Guofeng, made boss by Mao, weeks
before the dictator’s death, came from the CCP’s dreaded security apparatus, the regime’s
domestic espionage and dissident-disappearing machine, which today penetrates society to the
local neighbourhood level. The willy Deng Xiaoping (who swiftly emasculated Hua after 1978)
provoked a border war “to teach Vietnam a lesson” mainly for dislodging the regime of “mini Mao”
Pol Pot, Beijing’s protégé , who only murdered over two million fellow Cambodians. Domestically,
Deng liquidated the Democracy Wall in 1980 and butchered the Tiananmen Square democracy
movement in 1989, at the cost of thousands of innocent lives. Jiang Zemin, bossed in by Deng,
launched the criminal system of forcible harvesting and selling of organs of tens of thousands of
Falun Gong practitioners, an outrage courageously documented by Canadian researchers David
Kilgour and David Matas (book below). The caption on the direction arrow at an entrance to
Kashgar (Xinjiang) airport (right picture) reads: “Special Passengers: Human Organ Export Lane.”

The inevitable question arises: has the ghastly forced organ harvesting and trade system
victimizing the Falun Gong been extended to the Muslim Uyghurs in Xinjiang?
Strongman Hu Jintao launched the Sinification of Tibet (through a flood of Han-Chinese settlers,
while rejecting the Dalai Lama’s compromise of accepting Beijing’s colonial rule in exchange for
religious and cultural autonomy for Tibetans.) Historically, the most convincing but oddly
overlooked proof that Tibet is completely different politically from China- thus not an integral part
of the Chinese empire- is that Beijing represents a tradition where Religion has always been
subservient to the State whereas Tibet’s heritage is one where the Dalai Lama is both religious
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and political leader, JK]. Chinese soldiers manhandling an elderly protester in 1959 (left picture)
and the self-immolation of a young Tibetan protester (in 2017 right picture) illustrate the sordid
history of Chinese imperialism.

Xi Jinping’s ever-growing record of inhumanity includes the Sinification campaign of millions of
Muslim Uyghurs through re-education camps (picture below) and even by forcing them to “adopt”
Han Chinese agents into their families (!!!)

Overall, Xi Jinping, using the latest technologies, has turned his empire into the world’s top
surveillance state- Regime software installed on private smartphones, a draconian social-credit
system and hundreds of millions of surveillance cameras blanketing the country – here the
political heart of the empire – Tiananmen Square . (pictures below)

In this context the wake-up call issued at the 2019 annual Davos conference by businessman
and Open Society founder George Soros regarding the existential challenge of Xi Jinping
totalitarianism carries potential relevance:
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China is not the only authoritarian regime in the world but it is the wealthiest, strongest and
technologically most advanced. This makes Xi Jinping the most dangerous opponent of open
societies. That’s why it’s so important to distinguish Xi Jinping’s policies from the aspirations of the
Chinese people. The social credit system, if it became operational, would give Xi total control over
the people. Since Xi is the most dangerous enemy of the open society, we must pin our hopes on
the Chinese people, and especially on the business community and a political elite.

At this dark juncture, however, the Beijing Regime’s domestic reality is one of a Mao-style Xi
Jinping cult of pandemic proportions – his pictures and slogans flooding trains, streets and apps.
The app in the picture below (left) requires the player to tap the screen as many times as possible
in 18 seconds, which then turn into applauses of support for Xi Jinping; the 10-part TV series
“Carrying reform through to the end,” celebrates Xi’s “achievements,” in education: disciplining
students using face-recognition (picture below right).

An investigative report in the South China Morning Post in October 2019, drew a dark picture of
the Orwellian atmosphere in the CCP-dominated education :
“Chill and fear pervade in Chinese classrooms as students are recruited to report teachers
with ‘radical’ opinions. Some educators have been punished …or reprimanded after
discussing social issues such as the environment, gender equality and the death penalty.”

Beijing’s arrogant, racist “diplomatic” corps has its counterpart in CCP media. Multimillionaire HU
Xijin (picture below) past editor of Global Times was Xi ’s racist online attack dog serving his
master in Der Stűrmer/Pravda-Krokodil/Jenmin Jibao- style journalism.

Said Xi’s Hu on Australia (for daring to stand up to reckless Chinese espionage, blackmail and
brinkmanship culminating in the audacious demand that a professional international investigation
of the Wuhan pandemic be launched): “Australia is always there, making trouble. It is like chewing
gum stuck on the sole of China’s shoes. Sometimes you have to find a stone to rub it off.” Hu
deserves the Mahathir bin Mohamad prize for anti-Australian racism.
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Xi Jinping has earned another feather in his dreadful cap, by deliberately not alerting his people
and the world in timely fashion to the Wuhan virus - a crime which cost millions of non-Chinese
and Chinese lives. The BIMPAT [Beijing/Islamabad/Moscow/Pyongyang/Ankara/Tehran]
totalitarian Axis continues to shamelessly try to shift responsibility for the plague from China to
the US and European nations. In conclusion, for their unmatched postwar record of murderous
treatment of their own people and of the ethnic and religious minorities under their rule (especially
Tibetans, Uyghurs, Kazakhs, Mongolians and Falun Gong) and their aggressively imperialist and
colonialist foreign policy in the era of Asian and African decolonization (unless the colonizer is
Chinese, Russian or Turkish…)- the Beijing Regime’s top leaders constitute a veritable
Voldemort Gallery.
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